Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.
Part 29
Playing the Part of Neb, the Former Slave on Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island are … Three Former Slaves.

By John Lamb
(Former Head of Geography, The Liverpool Blue Coat
School, England).

Neb and Cyrus Harding

-Jules Verne’s Lincoln Island-

Part 29.
Playing the Part of Neb, the Former Slave in Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island are … Three Former Slaves.
Jules Verne writes of the character of Neb in The Mysterious Island.
At this time Cyrus Harding was joined by his servant who was devoted to him in life and
death. This fearless person was a negro born of slave parents into the engineer’s estate. But
Cyrus Harding, who was an abolitionist by conviction as well as from the heart, had long
since emancipated him. The slave, on becoming free, did not wish to leave his master. He
would have willingly given up his life for him. He was thirty years old, vigorous, agile,
skillful, intelligent, gentle and calm, naïve at times, always smiling, helpful and kind. He was
named Nebuchadnezzar, but he answered only to the abbreviated nickname of Neb.
When Neb learned that his master had been made a prisoner, he left Massachusetts without
hesitation, arriving in Richmond, and, with shrewdness and guile, after having risked his life
twenty times, he succeeded in penetrating the besieged city. Cyrus Harding’s pleasure in
seeing his servant again and Neb’s joy on finding his master cannot be expressed.

Neb represents one view of the emancipated slave in the ‘New America’ that has been
created on Lincoln Island. He does some of the menial jobs, but there is no doubt that he is
treated as an equal on the island. Like many emancipated slaves, he has found it difficult to
escape the emotional bonds that have long tied him to his former ‘master’ – a situation
emphasised by Jules Verne with his use of the term master throughout the novel.

Neb’s distress at the potential death of the missing
Cyrus Harding is emphasized in the opening chapters
of The Mysterious Island.
Poor Neb cried with rage and despair at the thought of
having lost all that he loved in the world.
The compassion of Herbert and Pencroft also makes it
clear from the outset, that on Mysterious Island, the
love of one’s friends is indeed colour blind.
Herbert ran to him.
“Neb,” said the lad, “we’ll find him! God will return
him! But you’re hungry. Eat a little, I beg you.” And
while speaking, he offered the poor Negro a handful of
shellfish...
Neb looks up to the engineer Cyrus Harding, as do the other colonists, after all …

The engineer was for them a microcosm of all science and human intelligence. Better to find
oneself with Cyrus on a desert island than without Cyrus in the most industrialized city of the
Union.
Jules Verne. The Mysterious Island (1874)
…there is no life like that of the engineer; who is a great man in out-of-the-way places, by the
dockside or on the desert island.
Robert Louis Stevenson. Memoir of Fleeming Jenkin (1888)

There are only three real life emancipated slaves who could possibly be candidates to join
Jules Verne’s travelling band of players, and in their different ways, they will each shed a
different light on the complexities of the freedom given to the four million African
Americans in the years before, during and after the American Civil War.

Our first ‘actor’ to play Neb was a slave aboard Raphael Semmes’s commerce raider the CSS
Sumter, a man who emancipated himself by simply running away, only for his story to end
tragically in the free northern states of the United States – a man known only to us as ‘Ned’.

Our second ‘actor’ was also a slave, this time aboard Raphael Semmes’s CSS Alabama, who,
having been seized as ‘property’ aboard a northern ship, was, with supreme irony ‘liberated’
by the southerner Raphael Semmes and put on the Alabama’s payroll. David Henry White
was paid the same as the rest of the crew (double pay in gold) and his story too, was to end in
tragedy.
And finally, our third ‘actor’, is a freed slave whose
own life seems to return again and again to our
adventure.
He too ran away from his ‘master’ and ended up in the
friendliest of cities – Liverpool. And on his voyage, he
was given the right to speak by the fists of Captain
Charles Judkins of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of
Tranmere, Birkenhead.
His name is Frederick Douglass.
F
Frederick Douglass (1818-95)
Douglass went on to become the most celebrated African American politician and orator of
the 19th century and he will later be paid a personal tribute from Captain Nemo.
Let us now look at all our three ‘players’.

Playing part of the character of Neb, the emancipated slave in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island is Ned, the Slave Aboard the CSS Sumter.
Jules Verne creates a definite pattern in the naming of his characters in The Mysterious
Island.
‘Top’ the dog is played by ‘Tell’ the dog of West Kirby.

Top

Tell

The engineer Cyrus Harding is played in part
by the engineer Cyrus Field…

Cyrus Harding

Cyrus Field

Gideon Spilett

Gordon Bennett

… while Gideon Spilett of the New York
Herald is played by Gordon Bennett, real life
editor and owner of the New York Herald –
and real-life sponsor of Jules Verne.

The emancipated slave Neb in Mysterious Island is therefore played in part by his part
namesake Ned the slave aboard the CSS Sumter and first described by Raphael Semmes in
his Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).
As we shall see, the same Memoirs of Service
Afloat During the War Between the States (1869)
will become the template for Jules Verne’s classic
novel Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
(1869).

Jules Verne will thus compel us to study both the maritime slaves featured in Raphael
Semmes’s memoirs – they were Ned on the CSS Sumter and David Henry White on the CSS
Alabama.

Semmes would write of Ned;

When I was fitting out the Sumter in New Orleans, a friend, and relative resident in that city,
had kindly permitted me to take with me, as my steward, a valuable slave of his who had been
brought up as a dining-room servant. Ned was as black as the ace of spades, and being a
good-tempered, docile lad, had become my right-hand man, taking the best of care of my
cabin, and keeping my table supplied with all the delicacies of the different markets, to which
we had had access. He was as happy as the days were long, a great favorite with the crew,
and when there was any fun going on, on the forecastle, he was sure to be in the midst of it.
But the tempter came along.
The Connecticut miscegenist (and slave-holder, at the same time) had seen Ned’s shining and
happy face going to market, of mornings, and, like the serpent of old, whispered in his ear.
One morning Ned was missing, but the market-basket came off, piled up as usual with
luxuries for dinner. The lad had been bred in an honest household, and though his poor brain
had been bewildered, he was still above theft. His market-basket fully balanced his account.
Poor Ned! his after-fate was a sad one. He was taken to the country, by his Mephistophiles,
and set at work, with the slaves of that pious Puritan, on a small plantation that belonged to
his negro wife.
Ned’s head was rather too woolly, to enable him to understand much about the abstractions
of freedom and slavery, but he had sense enough to see, ere long, that he had been beguiled,
and cheated, by the smooth Yankee; and when, in course of time, he saw himself reduced to
yam diet, and ragged clothing, he began, like the prodigal child, to remember the abundance
of his master’s house, and to long to return to it. Accordingly, he was missing, again, one fine
morning, and was heard of no more in Paramaribo.

He had embarked on board a vessel bound to Europe, and next turned up in Southampton.
The poor negro had wandered off at a hazard in quest of the Sumter, but hearing nothing of
her, and learning that the Confederate States steamer Nashville, Commander Pegram, was at
Southampton, he made his way on board of that ship, and told his tale to the officers. He
afterward found his way to the United States, and died miserably, of cholera, in some of the
negro suburbs of Washington City.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

Raphael Semmes undoubtedly gives a Confederate southern bias to the account of Ned’s life
as the happy slave, nevertheless to a neutral historian, Semmes also hints at the complexities
of slave ownership and black civil rights both during and after the American Civil War.

Also Playing part of the character of Neb the emancipated slave in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island is David Henry White - the Slave Aboard the
CSS Alabama.

In October 1862, the CSS Alabama captured
the Union packet ship Tonawanda bound from
Philadelphia to Liverpool.

The Tonawanda.

Raphael Semmes again writes in his memoirs.
Unfortunately we could not burn the ship, without encumbering ourselves with the
passengers; and thirty of the sixty of these were women and children! The men we might have
disposed of, without much inconvenience, but it was not possible to convert the Alabama into
a nursery, and set the stewards to serving pap to the babies. Although I made it a rule never
to bond a ship if I could burn her, I released the Tonawanda on bond, though there was no
legal impediment to her being burned.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

Before he released the Tonawanda, Raphael Semmes would commit one act which would
both satisfy his sense of mischief, but also further enlighten us as to the complexities of slave
ownership during the American Civil War.

I now threw the Manchester’s crew, together with the crews of the Wave Crest, and Dunkirk,
on board the Tonawanda, as being the less valuable ship of the two, and permitted the latter
to depart; but before doing so, I took from on board of her, one of her passengers. This was a
likely negro lad of about seventeen years of age—a slave until he was twenty-one, under the
laws of Delaware. This little State, all of whose sympathies were with us, had been ridden over,
rough-shod, by the Vandals north of her, as Maryland afterward was, and was arrayed on the
side of the enemy. I was obliged, therefore, to treat her as such. The slave was on his way to
Europe, in company with his master. He came necessarily under the laws of war, and I brought
him on board the Alabama, where we were in want of good servants, and sent him to wait on
the ward-room mess.

The boy was a little alarmed at first, but, when he saw kindly faces beaming upon him, and
heard from his new masters, and the servants of the mess, some words of encouragement, he
became reassured, and, in the course of a few days, was not only at home, but congratulated
himself on the exchange he had made. He became, more especially, the servant of Dr. Galt,
and there at once arose, between the Virginia gentleman and the slave boy, that sympathy of
master and servant, which our ruder people of the North find it so impossible to comprehend.
Faithful service, respect, and attachment followed protection and kind treatment, and the slave
was as happy as the day was long. David soon became to Galt what Bartelli was to me—
indispensable—and the former was really as free as the latter, except only in the circumstance
that he could not change masters. I caused his name to be entered on the books of the ship, as
one of the crew, and allowed him the pay of his grade. In short, no difference was made between
him and the white waiters of the mess. His condition was in every respect bettered; though, I
doubt not, a howl went up over his capture, as soon as it became known to the pseudophilanthropists of the North, who know as little about the negro and his nature, as they do
about the people of the South.

It was pleasant to regard the affection which this boy conceived for Galt, and the pride he took
in serving him. As he brought the doctor’s camp-stool for him to the “bridge,” placed it in the
cosiest corner he could find, and ran off to bring him a light for his cigar, his eyes would dilate,
and his “ivories” shine. Dave served us during the whole cruise. He went on shore in all parts
of the world, knew that the moment he touched the shore he was at liberty to depart, if he
pleased, and was tampered with by sundry Yankee Consuls, but always came back to us. He
seemed to have the instinct of deciding between his friends and his enemies.
Raphael Semmes Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

John M Taylor in his 2004 biography of Raphael Semmes
writes;
The Alabama enlisted two hands from the Tonawanda. The
first was an ordinary seaman; the second was none other than
a slave David White, who had been on his way to Europe with
his master. Slavery was still legal in those states that
remained in the Union, and White’s case was not unique.
The situation appealed to Semmes’s sense of the ironic.
Inasmuch as the North was treating enemy-owned slaves as
contraband of war, Semmes did the same. He appropriated
White from his owner, pronounced him free, and put him on
the rolls as a wardroom boy.
John M. Taylor

Semmes Rebel Raider (2004)

The author Stephen Fox gives a hint of the outrage felt in
the north at Semmes’s actions…

The New York Herald ran the story under an outraged
headline: “The Pirate Steals a Colored Boy from the
Tonawanda.”…

Fox also quotes newspaper reports on the island of Jamaica,
pertaining to Semmes’s overall attitude to slavery.

…Slavery was the sinister underside, not always apparent, of the Alabama’s cruise. When she
stopped at Kingston, Jamaica, in January 1863, the newspapers edited by and for white
people reported Semmes’s fervent speech at the Merchant’s Exchange as a paean to freedom,
linking the Southern cause to a traditional English quest for liberty that went back to the
Magna Carta.
A local black paper, the Jamaica Watchman, recounted a different speech: “This lover of
slavery … said that before war broke out in America the slaves were a contented people
throughout the Union; they were well cared for, fed, clothed, and in every respect better
provided for than any other of their class on the face of the earth.” Southerners, he said were
“fighting for the protection of their property,” not just their own independence. “Captain
Semmes is striving to perpetuate slavery in America,” the Watchman concluded, “and it is
impossible that he can be rid of the feeling when he is the hater of the Negro race here, as he
is on the soil of Alabama.”
Stephen Fox Wolf of the Deep – Raphael Semmes and the Notorious Confederate Raider
CSS Alabama (2008)

Fifth Lieutenant Arthur Sinclair, who served under
Semmes on the CSS Alabama, also gives an account of
David White’s time on the ship in his 1896 book Two
Years on the Alabama.

We may further add that Semmes would never ship from
the captured vessels any seamen of North American
nativity, and was most searching in his enquiries as to
their place of birth. Among the prisoners shipping on
the Alabama during the whaling-raid off the Azores, we
will call your attention to little David H White.

He became a marked character on our vessel. Dave was a Delaware slave, a boy about
seventeen or eighteen years old; and wanting in the ward room-mess of our ship an efficient
waiter boy, the lot fell to Dave. He was not only willing but anxious to ship. The natural
instincts of the lad told him we would be his friends. He knew southern gentlemen on sight.
Dave became a great favorite with the officers, his willing obliging manners, cheerful
disposition, and untiring attention winning for him the affection of not only the officers, but of
the entire ship’s company. Poor Dave! He drowned in the engagement off Cherbourg. It was
his privilege to go on shore with the ward-room steward to market; and on all occasions the
American consul or his satellites would use all their eloquence to persuade Dave to desert his
ship, reminding him of his present condition of slavery and the chance presented of throwing
off his shackles, but Dave remained loyal in face of all temptation…
Two Years on the Alabama Arthur Sinclair (1896)

And on the eve of the fateful battle with the USS Kearsarge, on 19th June 1864 Arthur
Sinclair would also say this of David Henry White.

…Poor little Dave, our colored ward room boy (referred to on these pages), is jokingly
catechized as to the state of his courage. The little fellow seems perfectly contented, evidently
having every confidence in the ability of those he is serving to bring him through all right,
and shows his ivories at each banter. Faithful Dave! Your goal is about reached. “Well done,
good and faithful servant.” Like Llewellyn, Steward Bartelli, and some others, poor little
Dave could have saved his life by a mere mention that he was unable to swim. Howell could
not swim; and it being generally known, Semmes ordered him to take an oar in the boat
conveying the wounded to the Kearsarge in charge of Lieut. Wilson. It is true the boat was
much crowded, so much so that Lieut. Armstrong and Midshipman Anderson declined to go
in her, though both were severely wounded. Still, in such an emergency and with a calm sea,
the boat could have been loaded “gunwhales to” with safety.

Two Years on the Alabama Arthur Sinclair (1896)

David Henry White drowned on the 19th June 1864, as the CSS Alabama sank beneath the
waves outside Cherbourg Harbour, France. David White would be largely forgotten by
history, but his soul would certainly go marching on as part of the character of Neb in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island.

Among the twenty-six Confederate dead were just one officer (the assistant surgeon, David
Llewellyn), the steward Antonio Bartelli, and the slave waiter, David White, freed at last.
Stephen Fox Wolf of the Deep – Raphael Semmes and the Notorious Confederate Raider
CSS Alabama (2008)

Also Playing part of the character of Neb the emancipated slave in Jules
Verne’s Mysterious Island is Frederick Douglass – the most famous African
American of the Nineteenth Century.
Frederick Douglass is already a member of Jules Verne’s
travelling band of players and so far, he has played his part in
the complex soul of Captain Nemo as the ‘Black O’Connell’.
A portrait of the ‘white’ (Daniel) O’Connell would adorn
Captain Nemo’s bedchamber aboard his Birkenhead built
Nautilus. Captain Nemo’s own words would therefore be
spoken by both the ‘black’ and the ‘white’ O’Connells.
Frederick Douglass (1818-95)

In early October 1845, Frederick Douglass would praise the Dublin speech of both his and
Captain Nemo’s hero, the Irish abolitionist and Dingle Group member, Daniel O’Connell.
Douglass would quote O’Connell in a letter to the abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison,
subsequently published in the Liberator Magazine.
Upon the subject of slavery in general and American slavery in particular, Mr. O’Connell
grew warm and energetic, defending his course, on the subject. He said with an earnestness
which I shall never forget,
‘I have been assailed for attacking the American institution, as it is called, — Negro slavery.
I am not ashamed of that attack. I do not shrink from it. I am the advocate of civil and
religious liberty, all over the globe, and wherever tyranny exists, I am the foe of the tyrant;
wherever oppression shows itself, I am the foe of the oppressor; wherever slavery rears its
head, I am the enemy of the system, or the institution, call it by what name you will.
Frederick Douglass quoting Daniel O’Connell in The Liberator 24th October 1845.

… and Jules Verne would use Douglass’s public words to become the words of the
abolitionist Captain Nemo in Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.
Do you think I am unaware there are suffering beings and oppressed races on this planet,
wretches to be helped and victims to be avenged? Don’t you understand…?
…..‘I am the law, I am the justice!’ he said. ‘I am the oppressed, and they are the
oppressor!...
…‘But you are inflicting slavery on us!’
‘give it whatever name you wish.’….
Jules Verne Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea (1870) - Captain Nemo

A few weeks earlier on Saturday August 16th, 1845, Frederick Douglass had first boarded the
steamship Cambria at Boston Docks, bound for Liverpool.
As the Cambria headed towards Liverpool,
Douglass was invited to give a lecture to the
passengers on the evils of American slavery.
Some southern slave holders objected, and
what happened next is recounted in Frederick
Douglass’s own words.

SS Cambria

Now came the Captain—he was met by one of the other party, who put out his fist at him—the
Captain knocked him down…
…The Captain restored order, and proceeded to speak. "I have done all I could from the
commencement of the voyage to make the voyage agreeable to all. We have had a little of
everything on board. We have had all sorts of discussions, religious, moral and political, we
have had singing and dancing, everything that we could have, except an anti-slavery speech,
and since there was a number of ladies and gentlemen interested in Mr. Douglass, I
requested him to speak. Now, those who are not desirous to hear him, let them go to another
part of the vessel. Gentlemen," he said, "you have behaved derogatory to the character of
gentlemen and Christians. Mr. Douglass," said he, "go on, pitch into them like bricks!"
Frederick Douglass – The Cork Examiner 25th September 1845

The Cambria Incident as it became widely known, gave Frederick Douglass much needed
publicity for what proved to be a highly successful twenty-month speaking tour of Britain and
Ireland in support of the abolitionist cause. His book Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass was to make him the most famous black person of the nineteenth century.
The captain of the Cambria that day was Charles Judkins
of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of Tranmere,
Birkenhead. Judkins would go on to have an illustrious
career as the foremost commander of the Cunard Fleet.
Charles Judkins later became captain of the Scotia, the
Cunard ship that in fiction at least was the first major ship
to be struck by Captain Nemo’s Nautilus in the novel
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
Charles Judkins (1811-76).

Given Jules Verne’s close ties to several members of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club of
Tranmere, Birkenhead, the link between Frederick Douglass, Charles Judkins, The Royal
Mersey Yacht Club and the Scotia, is one that Jules Verne would have been well aware.

Charles Judkins Membership Proposal – Royal Mersey Yacht Club – May 1862.

Jules Verne would also have been aware that it was Harriet Beecher Stowe’s holy ground of
Liverpool that gave Frederick Douglass his first experience of freedom and full human rights
as a black man.

Sir, the moment I stepped on the soil of England – the instant I landed on the key at
Liverpool, I beheld people as white as any I ever saw in the United States; as noble in their
exterior and surrounded by as much to commend them to admiration, as any to be found in
the wide extent of America. But, instead of meeting the curled lip of scorn, and seeing the fire
of hatred kindled in the eyes of Englishmen, all was blandness and kindness.
I looked around in vain for expressions of insult. Yes, I looked around with wonder! for I
hardly believed my own eyes. I searched scrutinizingly to find if I could perceive in the
countenance of an Englishman any disapprobation of me on account of my complexion. No;
there was not one look of scorn or enmity.
Frederick Douglass Farewell Speech to the British People (March 30th 1847).

However, Frederick Douglass, just like Neb in Mysterious Island, could not shake off the
emotional ties to his former ‘master’, as he writes to Hugh Auld in 1859.

HUGH AULD ESQ

Rochester, N.Y. 4th Oct (1859)

MY DEAR SIR.
My heart tells me that you are too noble to treat with indifference the request I am about to
make. It is twenty years Since I ran away from you, or rather not from you but from Slavery,
and Since then I have often felt a Strong desire to hold a little correspondence with you and
to learn Something of the position and prospects of your dear children – They were dear to
me and are Still – indeed I feel nothing but kindness for you all – I love you, but hate Slavery.
Now my dear Sir, will you favour me by dropping me a line, telling me in what year I came to

live with you in Aliceanna st the year the Frigate was built by Mr. Beacham – The
information is not for publication – and Shall not be published – We are all hastening where
all distinctions are ended, kindness to the humblest will not be unrewarded.
Perhaps you have heard that I have Seen Miss Amanda that was, Mrs Sears that is, and was
treated kindly Such is the fact, Gladly would I see you and Mrs. Auld – or Miss Sopha as I
used to call her.
I could have lived with you during life in freedom though I ran away from you so
unceremoniously, I did not know how Soon I might be sold. But I hate to talk about that. A
line from you will find me addressed Fredk Douglass Rochester N. York.
I am dear Sir very truly yours.
FRED.DOUGLASS

Despite being the most photographed American of the nineteenth century, Frederick
Douglass refused to smile for the camera. Journalist Dan Lewis’s article on the Now I Know
website of February 1st, 2021, is reproduced here in full.

FREDERICK DOUGLASS IS NOT AMUSED

Pictured above is Frederick Douglass, one of the most pivotal people in American history.
Born a slave in Maryland, presumptively in February of 1818 (more on that later), Douglass
managed to escape to the north in September of 1838. Within a decade, he became a
prominent voice in the abolitionist movement. His 1845 autobiography, Narrative of the Life
of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, was a best-seller. Over the course of 11 chapters,
Douglass detailed the experience of an American slave, putting to words the hell that
generations of Black Americans were subject to. And perhaps more important than the
historical record Douglass thereby provided, the book was evidence that ex-slaves were, in
fact, capable of intellectual pursuits. His career as a persuasive orator further demonstrated
this truth. To the millions of Americans of his time, Frederick Douglass was proof that slaves
were, indeed, people.

At around the same time, portrait photograph became increasingly common, especially for
those people of public importance. And for Douglass, this became an opportunity. As
Artsy notes, over the course of his life, Douglass sat for 160 portraits, a number high enough
to “earn [him] the distinction of being the most photographed American of his time. Army
officer George Custer came close with 155; Abraham Lincoln only made it to 126.
Worldwide, only a handful of British celebrities and royals would top him.” Here are a few
selections, from the 1840s, 1850s, and 1870s. (The image at the top is from around 1879.)

Four photos across almost forty years. And what you may notice is that Fredrick Douglass
isn’t smiling in any of them.
That’s not an accident. While some of the early photos were daguerreotypes and had long
exposure times, even then, smiling would have been an option, albeit a difficult thing to hold
for so long. For Douglass, how he appeared was paramount to his effort to end slavery and
racial discrimination. At the time, if there were images of Blacks in the newspapers, they
were almost always cartoons or the like. And these illustrations were hardly positive or even
fair representations of the people that they depicted. Rather, in the words of NBC News,
Black men were often depicted as “laughable caricatures and menacing drawings,”
Douglass wanted to combat this — and photography was a way for him to do so. In a
2015 interview with NPR, John Stauffer, a professor of English and African-American
Studies at Harvard, explained Douglass’s strategy in front of the lense:
It wasn’t necessarily a convention, but Douglass specifically – in print, he said that he
did not want – he did not want to be portrayed as a happy slave. The smiling black was
to play into the racist caricature. And his cause of ending slavery and ending racism
had the gravity that required a stern look.
Coming off aloof, unserious, or even happy. could give the advocates of slavery and
discrimination the wrong idea. So, he made sure to remain serious, almost never cracking
even the faintest of grins. According to the Pocono Record, among those 160 photographs,
there is only one — most likely this one, taken late in his life (1884) with his wife and sisterin-law — in which he smiled.
Dan Lewis Now I Know February 1st, 2021.

The racist caricatures that Frederick Douglass loathed so much will now be used by Jules
Verne to turn the tables on Raphael Semmes in retaliation for his racist caricature of David
Henry White.
… and the slave was as happy as the day was long…his eyes would dilate, and his “ivories”
shine. Dave served us during the whole cruise.
Raphael Semmes. Memoirs of Service Afloat During the War Between the States (1869).

As a lesson in empathy, it will be Raphael Semmes who plays the enslaved orangutan Jup in
Mysterious Island and it will be Raphael Semmes who eyes are made to dilate and “ivories”
shine in front of the camera.
This is skilfully conveyed by Jules Verne and his artist Jules Ferat, as Jup (Raphael Semmes)
has his photograph taken using the camera anonymously donated by Captain Nemo.

Master Jup had posed with
seriousness...

But it must be said that the most successful portrait of all was incontestably that of Master
Jup. Master Jup had posed with a gravity impossible to describe, and his picture expressed
him perfectly.
Jules Verne. The Mysterious Island (1874)
Raphael Semmes, in the role of the orangutan, Jup, tries to pose with gravity impossible to
describe and avoid dilating his eyes and showing off his “ivories” – but, as we can see, he
fails miserably.

And in one final twist, it is up to the persona of the emancipated slave Neb, played by fellow
emancipated slaves Ned, David White, and Frederick Douglass, to show off their own
“ivories” back at Semmes, but this time as happy freed men.

Neb played by
David White
Frederick Douglass
and Ned.

Jup played by
Raphael Semmes.

The genius of Jules Verne.
Everybody has asked the question, …‘what shall we do with the negro?’ I have had but one
answer from the beginning. Do nothing with us! You’re doing with us has already played the
mischief with us. Do nothing with us!
If the apples will not remain on the tree of their own strength, … let them fall! I am not for
tying or fastening them on the tree in any way, except by nature’s plan, and if they will not
stay there, let them fall.
And if the Negro cannot stand on his own legs, let him fall also.
Frederick Douglass
We have to do with the past only as we can make it useful to the present and the future.
Frederick Douglass

Next in Jules Verne and the Heroes of Birkenhead.
Part 30. Who were the Birkenhead ‘Friends’ of Jules Verne?

Part 29
Playing the Part of Neb, the Former Slave on Jules Verne’s
Mysterious Island are … Three Former Slaves.
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